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ABSTRACT
The fabrication of nanoscale superconducting Hot Electron Bolometers (HEBs) for high frequency detectors is typically very difficult and time consuming and requires sophisticated equipment. While Electron Beam as well as Focused Ion Beam patterning tools
have proven to be successful methods for fabricating the nanoscale features of these superconducting HEBs, there are some drawbacks to these techniques. These serial processes are not widely available and require long write times for producing large numbe
rs of HEBs. Although device throughput has not been traditionally emphasized for typical HEB and microwave circuits, HEBs are highly vulnerable to ESD damage and low circuit yield. Also, there is growing interest in building high density HEB receiver arra
ys.  We have developed a novel Suspended Sidewall Nano Patterned Stencil (SSNaPS) process as an alternative to high-end nanolithography- a new technique that requires only conventional I-line contact lithography, sputtering, evaporation, and RIE tools. Th
is method involves a conformal sputtering of Titanium over patterned polymer steps and the subsequent anisotropic etch of Titanium off the horizontal surfaces. Remaining on the sidewalls of the polymer features are thin lines of Ti whose width is determin
ed by the thickness of the sputtered layer. These nanoscale Ti-lines permit the accurate patterning necessary for superconducting d-HEB and p-HEB fabrication. This method allows for simplified parallel fabrication of large numbers of HEBs and is available
 to most fabrication facilities. This technique is extremely effective for creating HEBs, but is also suitable for other nanoelectronics or nano-electro-mechanical systems fabrication applications. The details of this new process as well as characterizati
on of the resulting superconducting HEBs are discussed.

SUMMARY
The establishment of hot electron bolometer fabrication based on conventional UV lithography offers many processing benefits, including the advantages of parallel processing. Large quantities of nanoscale HEB
devices can be produced with good uniformity. Additionally, with such a process we hope to expand the possibilities for new research avenues. Relatively large scale production, rapid prototyping, and array-type
configurations are within the grasp of many researchers with minimal capability requirements. There is great flexibility in this kind of process, as well, because device dimensions can be tailored on the fly on a per-
batch basis. To date, there is a strong indication that the electrical characteristics of devices made in this fashion are very desirable for high frequency detection applications.

Device Fabrication

Fig. 3. ~200nm of Au is evaporated onto the
substrate in step #12. After liftoff, the Au contact
pads remain with a 200nm gap in the kernel
region. Notice that the thick contact pads and
antenna Au are a continuous structure.

Fig. 4. Another Ti-line is generated in step #24.
This is used as an etch mask for the removal of
material outside of the bridge region.

Our SSNaPS technique has been used to fabricate prototype d-HEBs to evaluate the DC (and low frequency) superconducting properties of
the Nb bridge. We can use a cryogenic dip-stick measurement setup to simultaneously cool the HEB device in liquid He, supply current
through it, measure voltage across the device, and apply relatively low frequency radiation. A computerized logging system is utilized to
record temperature, current, and voltage data to be later processed. The graphs below illustrate some of the electrical characteristics of d-
HEBs fabricated with the SSNaPS process, having 15nm thick Nb and being slightly less than 1 square in lateral size. Of particular interest,
the superconducting/resistive transition is abrupt and fairly smooth. The observed resistance ratio is about 2:1. Also, the observed critical
current density at 4.2K is fairly high at about 107 Amps/cm2. The series resistance of the entire mixer is very near zero in the superconducting
state, as can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9. It is also interesting to note that there was virtually no hysteresis in any of these measurements.

Fig. 2. A suspended Ti-line is created in step
#11, supported by the large scale liftoff stencil
that will define the Au contact pads.

Device Testing

Fig. 8.  Measured R-T curve for 14 Ohm (room temp.) d-HEB
with 50 microAmp (approximately 16% of critical current at
4.2K) source current.

Fig. 9.  Measured I-V curves for 14 Ohm (room temp.) d-HEB.

Fig. 10.  Measured resistance of 11 Ohm (room temp.) d-HEB
with applied  10 GHz radiation at various temperatures. The
power values indicate applied power. Because the device is
capacitively coupled to the power generator, actual received
power is unknown and expected to be much lower than applied
power..

Fig. 5. After anisotropic RIE of Au and Nb in
steps #25 and #26, the short and narrow Nb
bridge of a completed d-HEB remains.

Fig. 6. An oblique view of the completed
d-HEB. The relative dimensions of the Au
thickness and d-HEB length, both approx.
200nm, can be seen.

Fig. 7. The SSNaPS process has been used, in
conjunction with ultra-thin Si mixer fabrication
technology, to make this 600 GHz mixer chip.
The HEB region shown in the previous figures
lies in the center of the device.

Fig. 1. The basic SSNaPS fabrication steps for creating a d-HEB are
outlined in the diagram above. Our p-HEB process is similar.


